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Abstract
The possibility of heat pipes applications in technological metal working systems is considered.
The mathematical model for the heat pipes geometrics and thermal parameters optimization problem

solution is developed. The manufacturing testing confirmed the efficiency of the collapsible cutting tool with
heat pipe.
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INTRODUCTION
Tradition present metal-working refrigeration methods increase industrial diseases growth due to

the lubricating coolants (LC) application and thereby exert influence on staff health. They promote
technological system elements corrosion besides extra costs as well. Thereby the «dry machining»
becomes widespread but unfortunately this method application is limited due to the growing extreme
thermal loads in the frictional tool contact zone. However we can expect that the further expansion of
the cutting without LC field of use is possible with the help of ecological autonomous cooling systems
heat pipes (HP) based.

                                                                       
Fig.1. The collapsible lathe tool with autonomous cooling system (HP) model
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It is well known that physical and technological foundations of the HP-application in the different
branches of industry are researched in a fundamental way [1-4]. A number of works dedicated to  the
designing and researching problems of the autonomous cutting tool cooling systems are published
recently (Fig. 1) [5-12].

   

Fig.2. Collapsible cutting tool + heat pipe: 1 – cutting
heat pipe; 4 – radiator
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shrinkage dimension and power characteristic. The computation is made with the help of MATHCAD
2000 and the solution algorithm is published in [8].

The calculation results are in table 1.

Table 1. HP calculation results
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5,5
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44,7

0.024

The analysis of the calculation result shows that the most acceptable model of the heat pipe
providing the heat sink equal to the 106 W (Fig. 2).

The heat pipe of such type application is possible both during carbon tool steel and difficult-to-cut
materials and fusions processing. The collapsible tool with heat pipe of such type experimental
investigation made in laboratory environment confirmed that cutting power was raised 2.3-fold and
sufficient temperature lengthening of the cutting tool- one of the most processing systematic error
component decreasing was registered as well.

The manufacturing testing (PC  «Rostselmash») of the collapsible tool with heat pipe showed  its
high efficiency. For example, the using of the collapsible tool with HP (Fig. 3) for programmable
turning machine roughing without LC ensured the same efficient life as cutting blade with LC as well
as went it up 30 percent with environmental safety supporting.
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Fig. 2. The calculated heat pipe design used in collapsible tool with replaceable indexable inserts
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